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In this post, we focus on pixels in bitmap images. I will first introduce some 

basic concepts about pixel count, resolution, pixel density, and image size. 

Then I will explain why you should avoid artificially increasing pixel count. 

Finally, we will cover some tips on how to generate enough good pixels for 

bitmap images.

Basic concepts

Pixel count: the total number of pixels in a bitmap image. Example: an 800 × 

600 image means the image is 800 pixels wide and 600 pixels high. Pixels are 

the “real meat” of an image. In general, the higher the pixel count, more 

information or detail is in an image.

Resolution: Resolution can either refer to pixel count or pixel density (DPI or 

PPI, dots or pixels per inch). When we say high-resolution or low-resolution 

images, resolution means pixel count. Same for screen resolution, which 

means the pixel count of a screen display. For example, I am using a LCD 

screen that has a resolution of 2560 ×1440. Resolution can also refer to pixel 

density. When you create an image, typically it has a default pixel density of 72 

DPI. This property can be changed in software like Adobe Photoshop.



Image size: pixel count, pixel density, and image size are linked together:

Image width = width pixel count / pixel density

Image height = height pixel count / pixel density

For example, at 72 DPI, a 360 × 360 image has a size of 5 inches by 5 inches; 

at 300 DPI, a 360 × 360 image is 1.2 inches by 1.2 inches.

In the example above, although the two images have different image size, they 

look the same on a computer screen. This is because a computer screen 

displays images at its physical pixel density, independent of the pixel density 

of the images. However, when you insert the two images into a Microsoft 

Word document, Word can use the image size information, as shown in the 

screenshot below.



Changing pixel count



Reducing pixel count. Usually we reduce pixel count to decrease the file size of 

an image. As a result, we can easily share the file via email or upload it to a 

website. Reducing pixel count usually does not decrease the image quality.

Increasing pixel count. We can artificially insert more pixels into an image 

using software like Adobe Photoshop. However, this only increases its pixel 

count and file size and does NOT enhance the information and detail in the 

image. Below we compare two images viewing at 100% on a computer screen. 

The left image is a part of a 2550 × 3330 image, and the right is from an image 

with the same pixel count upscaled from a 600 × 776 image. You can obviously 

see the difference. The image on the left is sharp and has more details, while 

the image on the right is blurry and lack of details. If you need high-resolution 

images for print, make sure you generate enough good pixels during image 

creation processes instead of inserting artificial pixels later.

How to generate enough good pixels of your bitmap images



Most journals require a minimum pixel density of 300 DPI at print size. For 

example, if you want to print your image at full width of an 8.5-inch wide 

paper, you need at least 300 × 8.5 = 2550 pixels for the width. For half of the 

paper width, you need at least 1275 pixels. How to generate enough pixels for 

your image?

1. For images taken with optical microscopes and electron microscopes, pixel 

count is mostly determined by the digital cameras/sensors on the 

microscopes. If possible, use a microscope equipped with an advanced 

camera/sensor and take images at the highest pixel count.

2. For SPM (such as AFM), generating high-resolution images takes a lot of 

time. It might be wise to generate low-resolution images initially to find the 

area of interest. Once you find it, you can increase the number of scan lines to 

get high-resolution images as final results.

3. For computer-generated images, things are simpler. Most applications such 

UCSF Chimera and CCDC Mercury allow you to determine pixel count when 

saving images. Make sure you use the “supersample” or “anti-aliasing” 

function in your applications to get smooth images. If the function is not 

provided, you can generate you image at 2X or 3X the desired pixel count, and 

then reduce it to 1X. This will give you a smooth image without aliasing.


